Move knowledge, not staff.

syngo Virtual Cockpit – Your software for remote scanning assistance.

Meet syngo Virtual Cockpit, a software solution designed to assist scan procedures from a distance. Expert colleagues receive access to the scanner and can support less-experienced technologists via chat, voice, and video. This helps you achieve greater efficiency, improve patient satisfaction, and maximize revenue.

Make the most of your imaging devices. Transform care delivery.
You want better technologists. They need better support.

Knowledge and confidence are key to successful care delivery. With syngo Virtual Cockpit, less-experienced staff can always call on live support to help them excel. Experts’ knowledge is made accessible across all sites and in real time. This remote collaboration ensures high-quality care while promoting staff confidence and increasing workforce efficiency at the same time.

Patient satisfaction matters. Availability is the key.

Today’s patients shop around, so your institution needs to stand out. syngo Virtual Cockpit allows you to offer specialized procedures at every location, even when you are experiencing staff shortages. This means less time spent waiting and improved access to care for your patients at their preferred location.

The pressure is on. Respond with knowledge.

By sharing expert knowledge throughout your enterprise, syngo Virtual Cockpit helps you improve standardization, which leads to higher productivity and optimized diagnostics. Our solution also lets you include advanced procedures – like cardiac and prostate imaging – at all of your locations. This translates into better numbers across the board.
Remote sharing of in-house expertise.

Imagine offering flexible working hours to expert staff while providing high-quality training for on-site technologists and eliminating staff shortage at the same time. With syngo Virtual Cockpit, all of this is within reach. Experts located anywhere can guide exams provided by on-site technologists. That way, you can eliminate long commutes for staff, ensure more flexible working hours, and eliminate bottlenecks.

• More confident staff thanks to remote scanning assistance
• Experts do not have to commute between different sites
• Fewer bottlenecks, because one expert can support 3 scanners simultaneously

Reducing waiting times without hiring more healthcare personnel.

Picture this scenario: you are managing multiple imaging centers but there is only one technologist available for complex exams such as prostate MRIs. Our advice? Move knowledge, not staff. Each expert can perform scans at one location and offer remote support in parallel. As a result, patients receive appointments more quickly and at their preferred location.

• Offering all procedures everywhere expands institutional reach
• Better access to care improves patient satisfaction
• High-quality examinations ensure accurate results

Offering high-quality care across enterprises.

By sharing expert knowledge throughout your enterprise, syngo Virtual Cockpit helps optimize standardization of procedures, reducing unwarranted variations and improving diagnostic consistency everywhere. Being able to include more advanced cases at every site also enables you to generate additional revenue.

• Increased complexity of case mix at all sites
• Higher degree of process standardization
• Optimized utilization of scanner fleet

Does syngo Virtual Cockpit sound like the right solution for you? Find more details at: siemens.com/syngo-virtual-cockpit
syngo Virtual Cockpit is not commercially available in all countries. Due to regulatory reasons, its future availability cannot be guaranteed.

Prerequisite: Expert-i-enabled modality from Siemens Healthineers.